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II. THEORY 

A. The Nucleon-Nucleon Interaction 

The usual two body effective interactions involve exchange mixtures 

and may pe written as 

where the subscripts TI and TI' refer to the TI and TI' 'th interacting nucleons 

and r = Ii -7, \. The symbols .~ and '1 are the spin and isospin operc;ttors. 
. 'TI TI 

The coefficients a,' b, c, and d may be obtained by comparison to exper~mentj 

e.g., tho,sa determined by Gillet
19 

in the case of a long range interaction~ A 

special requirement is that the interaction provide Sll;fficient strength in the 

terms depending on "1 . '1
0

, This is necessary to provide enough two body 
TI TI . 

symmetry energy to produce the analog-like doorway at the right energy and with 

the correct wavefunction. This is discussed· in Sec. III. 

In the succeeding parts of Sec. II matrix elements between 1 particle, 

2p-lh, and '3p..,.2h states will be'-presented and left in terms of general two 

body matrix elements. These two body matrix elements may then be calcu-

lated using the interaction Eq. (3). Because of the presence in the n p inter

.. -\ 
actipn (171)' = np) of the T • T .dependence there will be charge exchange 

n p 

~ """ . matrix elements; ~. e., terms like < np I v(r) I pn) and < n p I a . a v(r) I pn ) . . n p 
-\ ~ 

in addition to the terms < np I v(r) I np) and (np I (j • (j v(r) , np >. 
n p 

(3) 
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It is noted that any effective two body interaction can be used in 

place of Eq. (3), e. g., non local, tensor terms, spin orpit terms, etc. 

The total interaction V is given by 

where the sums are over a 11 the nucleons. 

For ease in calculating Ref. (1) employs a delta function effective 

, t' 'thth S . 20:. mterac Ion WI eq~~r mIxture ., VIZ.: 

-1Ir , 

Treating neutron and proton as non-identical particles with different radial 

wavefunctiqns, this interaction is incomplete Because it does not have a 

"7 . 1 dependence and-can't provide charge exchange matrix elements. 
11 fI' 

One may try to compensate for thi~ absence, however, };)y just increc;ising tpe 

.interaction strength fit"' 0 for the nucleon-nucleon interactions. At the same 

time this provides the necessary two body symmetry ener<3Y to yield the 

analog-like doorway. This .increased,interaction strength can.then be used 

to calculate the widths. Because of charge· exchange contributions,. it is 

exp~t~dthat one will have to increase the interaction strength of V . . np 

much more than the strengths of V and V This procedure works very 
nn pp 

well in Ref. (1). This -reference is not necessary, however, for an under .... 

standing of the present paper . 

(5) 
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Lawrence Radiation LCiboratory 
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and 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper comprehensively treats the intermediate structure widths 

in terms of 1 particle, 2p-lh, and 3p-2h states. Emphasis is placed on pro

ton elastic scattering below the inelastic threshold for future comparison to 

isolated widths in specific analog state experiments. A non-isospin formalism 

is used in which protons and neutrons are non-identical; thus, the Coulomb 

interaction is automatically taken into account by using different radial wave

functions for neutron and proton. There is then no need for an artificial breakup 

into internal and external nuclear regions. Matrix elements are obtained for 

use in the doorway diagonalization, and expressions for the escape and damp

ing widths are presented in terms of the particle and hole quantum numbers 

and wavefunctions. These formuli show explicitly the dependence on V , . nn 
V , and V and the parity and angular momentum requirements imposed on 

np pp 
the configurations of the contributing states (and hence on the region of the 

periodic table). An analog-like doorway in this scheme is associated with 
+ 89 

the usual analog state .. The ~ analog level in Y serves as an illustration 

of this. The possible existence of several large 2p-lh to 3p-2h matrix elements 

is indicated. 

* The research at LRL is supported by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, 
while that at Duke is supported by the Army Research Office in Durham, arid 
the National Science Foundation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of intermediate structure has received much prominence 

in recent years. It is th~ purpose of this paper to present a microscopic 

analysis as a prescription for future calculations. A detailed application of 

the theory will be given by.M. Divadeenam and theauthorl in another paper. 

. .. 2 . 
As first formulated by Block and Feshbach the virtual state formed by 

a particle incident on a nucleus may mix with a 2 particle-1 hole (2p-Ih) 

state; i. e., doorway, via.the nucleon-nucleon interaction. Such an inter-

mediate state is necessary, for while the incident particle cannot mbe directly 

with the more complex environ of 3 particle-2 hole (3p-2h) states, the doorway 

state may easily do so. In a high resolution experiment the gamut of mixing 

of successively more .. complex configurations is studied. In an experiment 

with somewhat poorer resolution the coupling of the doorway with the 3p-2h states 

. is averaged over. However, it is possible to Jearn much about the complex 

states from the cross sections observed in these latter experiments. In 

particular an observed compound nucleus width of about 10-1000 keV may be 

theorized to consist of two contributions 3: (1) the usual width for single p~rticle 

. decay to the continuum (the escape width r l' ), and (2) the so-c~lled width 

for decay into more complicated configurations (the damping width rJ, ). The 

total width is then given by 

r = t r + (1) 
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While the escape width is a fairly well known concept and not difficult to 

. . 
.. caJculate, the damping width is rather formidable in that the entire density 

of complicated states so manifest in fine structure experiments enters into 

. J-
the picture .. In order to calculate corr~ct1y r one must know the energies 

4-9 and detailed microscopic wavefunctions of the 3p-2h states. Several papers 

have presented estimate~ of r t . However,none has explicitly attempted a 

description in sufficient detail so as to verify the microscopic concept of . 

2p-lh to 3p-2h couplings. InRefs. 6-8 the value of r J, is obtained as a 

parameter within the framework of some theory by comparing with expedmerit. 

Ope of the most interesting examples of intermediate structure is that 

. 10 11 
of the analog state ' . In this situation the doorway is usually interpret~d 

as a T greater (T » state which can decay via the Coulomb interaction into 

12 
the more complicated background of T lesser ( T <) states. Robson ha$ pre-

sented an R matrix description of the analog state resonance in whi'chthe 

widths lose their microscopic affiliation and become parameters within the 

general R matrix' framework. He defines internal and external nuclear regions 

where respectively isotopic spin may and may not be considered a relatively 

good quantum number.. The internal mixing is found to be much smaller than 

. ..... 92 92 . 5 
the external mixmg for the case ofMo (p, p)Mo • De Toledo Piza et a1. . 

invoking a shell model approach have c.alculated the Coulomb damping widths 

for the analog states in y89 and Nb
91 

and found them to be quite small (less 

than 3 keV) .. This agrees with Robson's idea of negligible internal miXing 

but Ref. 5 provides no technique within the isospin formalism for calculating 

• 
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the large external mixing. Still lacking, therefore, is a consistent micro-

scopic treatment of the analog state resonance that explicitly yields the 

damping width in terms of both the nuclear and Coulomb interactions without 

invoking the somewhat artificial breakup into internal and external nuclear 

regions. The abundance of fine structure levels superimposed on the analog 

states found in the A40 (p, p)A40experiment of Keyworth et al. 13, 14 attest 

to the need for a detailed description of the damping. A drawback to the 

work of Buttner et al. 4 is the as sumption of a density of three particle-

two hole states at somewhat arbitrary energies and with unknown wavefunctions. 

While it is true that intermediate structure is an average effect, one must 
, 

not lose sight of the fin'e structure details that it is 'averaging. -Only by 

using a fundamental description of the 3p-2h states can one even be sure 

that the intermediate structure concept has meaning. In this sense, the 
- . 

work of Franco and Lemmer 15 comes closest in spirit to that presented here. 

In the present paper it is assumed that the nl:lcleon-nucleon interaction 

provides the coupling between the one particle, 2p-lh, and 31-2h ~tates. 

The Coulomb interaction may be simply taken into account by using different 

radial wavefunctions for neutron and proton and treating them as non-identical 

particles. (MacDonald 16 has invoked a similar idea but within a'n "analog 

spin" formalism.) The present work abandons the use of the isotopic spin 

formalism and conjectures that one can associate the experimental analog 

level with a microscopic nuclear state. (This claim is substantiated in Ref. 1 

for the analog states in y89 and Nb 91 (cf. sec. III).} The largest wavefunction 
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components of this state are expected to consist of a neutron hole and 'proton 

particle with the same quantum numbers and coupled to zero. (This state will 

henceforth be referred to as the analog-like doorway.) To insure that such a 

state will be shifted up in energy away from the other doorways involves the 

correct treatment of the nuclear symmetry energy. This will be discussed in. 

Sec. III. The strong nuclear interaction rather than just the Coulomb force 

is available to provide the damping into the background ·of complicated states . 

. To obtain the fine structure one shoulddiagonal1ze the complete set· 

of 2p-lhand3p-2h states. This is of course a complicateci if not imposs~ble 

procedure .. Invoking the. idea .of intermediate structure reduces the problem 

to considering the set of all 2p-lh states and their couplings to each other. 

Thus a doorway state of a particular J7r will be obtained by diagonalizing 

this set .. of states interacting vyith each other.via the nl.lcleon-nucleon interaction. 

For theax{alog state case, thebol.lnd single proton level of spin J7r I!lust also be 

included in this diagonalization. The presence of the 3p-2h states is manifested in 

the subsequent decays of the doorway states into these more complex configura

ti.ons ~ This gives rise to the damping width r J, • 

It must be emphasized that the true comparison with experiment comes 

from calcula.ting the actuql nuclear eros s sections and that. in this paper 

only prescriptions for the. widths are given. Ina cross section calculation 

despite th!3 pre-diagonalization of all contributing states, two resultant doorway 

states .may still overlap. Cross section calculations (including potential 

scattering) will appear in another paper. Comparison of the predicted widths. 

with experiment may best be made when the doorways are isolated; 1. e., far 

~.' 
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enough apart to have their own distinguishable structure. Corrections to 

the energies and widths of the doorways due to terms like 

'(2) , 

are not considered. Here Xd and Xd are two doorways coupled to each 
'1 2 

other (or one doorway coupled to itself) through the3p-2h state q. Also 

omitted are shifts of the doorways due to virtual transitions to the continuum. 

While there are many examples of different types of intermediate struc-

3 
ture, only that formed by th~ elastic scattering of a, nucleon with incident 

energy below the inelastic threshold is considered. As in the Feshbach 

theory of nuclear reactions 17, 18 the continuum single nucleon state is treated as an 

open channel and hence is not an ingredient in the microscopic description of the 

" 
compound nuclear states. The expressions presented are in terms of an 

incident proton because of the intensive interest in the analysis of stich 
, , 

analog state experiments. These formulae will also apply, however, to an 

incident neutron by simply replacing the odd proton by a neutron. For 

Simplicity and in order not to obscure the main features, the target :is 

assumed to be an even-even nucleus and to consist of closed neutron and 

proton subshells. In addition, pairing effects are not considered and it 

is assumed that there are no 2p-2h and higher configurations inixed into 

the ground state of the target. 
" 
\, 

Section II treats the theory. In particular, Sec. IIA presents the 
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nucleon-nucleon interaction, while. Sec. IIB'introduces the notation con-

ventionand the orthonormal·basis of states. Section lIe treats the doorWay 

. statediagonalization and Secs. HD and HE present respectively expres sions 

t 
for r 

paper. 

~ . . . . 
and r . Section III discUsses the conclusions and results of this 
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II. THEORY 

A. The Nucleon-Nucleon Interaction 

The usual two body interaction~, involve exchange mixtures arid may 

be written as 

where the subscripts 17 i and 17; refer~o the 17 i and 17j'th interacting 

~ 4 ~ -t ~ ...... . 
nucleons and r = I r - r I ,. The symbols (J and T are the spin and 

TJ . 17.' 
1 ' J 

isospin operators. The coefficients a~ b, c, and d may be obtained by corn-, 

'parison to experiment; e.g., those determined by Gillet
19 

in the case of a 
1 . I • ' 

long-range interaction. A special requirement is that the interaction provide 
l ' -. .... 

,sufficient strength in the terms depending on T • T ,. This is necessary 
" 77i nj , 

to provide enough two body symmetry energy to produce the analog-like door-
, . 

way at the right energy and with the correct wavefunction. This is discussed 
'. ~ , 

in Sec. III. " 

Equation (3) must be adapted now to a fonnalism that does not involve 

isotopic spin. In the case of a neutron-neutron or proton-proton interaction 
. I, ' 

~ ....... . ~ , 

the operator T 1'1 •• T w. may be replaced by its eigen~alue of +1' since the 
'/ 1 If J " 

two like nucleons are always in a symmetric isospin s~ate. Thus 

i: , 
. \' 

(4) 
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when T/,17', = n,n, or p,p,. In the Cqse of the neutron-proton interaction, 
1 J 1 J. 1 J 

-'f --'" , 
. however, T • T may have either of th,e eigenvalues +1 or -3 sincethe 

n i 'Pj . 

neutron-proton isospin wavefunction can be either symmetric or antisymmetric. 

It proves simplest to expand the neutron-prbton state I n,p: > into states of 
, 1 J ' 

good T as 

\ nA'. P j '; = :£ !... \. I~ y... -~ \ To >\ Yl..c: f jj -r 0 > 
T:=.o) I ,(5) 

and work temporarily in the isospin formalism. The interaction would then 

be 

N'" fl.p. 
.L J (6) 

An alternative approach is to assume an interaction which has no 

explicit isotopic spin dependence. In the y89 and Nb 91 calculations of 

Ref. 1 for simplicity a delta function is employed with the Soper miXture 20, viz. 

ftr, '1,,, . 
" J (7) 

'In order for a state of two like nucleons (two neutrons or two protons) to 

't:, 

satisfy the Pauli principle, the spin wavefunction must be antisymmetric. The 

operators d . d and -; . r; can then be replaced by the eigenvalue of -3 yieldinc; 
n i nj Pi Pj 
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~ 

. ~ b f'Vo J' (r,.i. - "',j) 

(8) 

The neutron-proton. interaction is 

I 
" 

(9) 

and in terms of the spin triplet and spin singlet operators 1T' = i (3 + -: . d , ) 
. ,t 'YI, fl. 

" 1 . J 

(9) may be summarized in the ~ -" 
and 1T's =i(1-CTT/,' (1'17',)' Eqs. (8) and 

1 J 
expression 

(10) 

where a: = 0.46. 

The total nuclear interaction V is given by 

(11) 

B. Notation Convention and Orthonormal Basis of States 

The notation for a: system of 1 particle, 2p-lh, and 3p-2h states can 

get very cumbersome. It will now be introduced and definitions made. As 
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an aid diagrams representing the levels of the shell model are also shown as 

figures with cros ses and circles representing particles and holes beyond the 

closed shells of the target core. This core for a mass A target with Z 

protons and N neutrons may be represented by Fig. 1. The symbol j is . a 
b 

used to represent the angular momentum ofa nucleon. The first subs.cript a 

indicates either particle or hole while the second subscript b identifies 

proton or neutron; e. g., j and jh mean respectively the angular momenta 
Pp n 

of a proton particle and a neutron hole •. Whenever j is referred to then a . 
b .. 

..f and n ,the orbital and radial single particle quantum numbers, are 
a

b 
a

b 
also implied. (where 0 is the .Kronecker delta) indicates that 

(Note that the parities of the two 

states are also the same.) However, when j is used explicitly as in, e. g. , 
t + jab ab 

(-I) .. or in a recoupling coefficient then,f and na are irrelevant. 
a b b 

1. One Particle State 

The state of one incident proton particle in the continuum (subscript c) 

with quantum numbers jp ,.t ,m and parity 'IT I is (cf., Fig. 2) 
p Pp Pp 

(12) 

When referring to a bound single proton state, the subscript c will be replaced 

by the subscript· b. 

For all of the following multiparticle states the total angular momentum is 

J with parity 'IT. and projection M. All particles are in bound single nucleon 

states. 
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2. 2p-1h States 

a. Protort, Neutron, and Neutron Hole. (cf. , Fig. 3.) 

I 
'11 M> I (Jp~'J • (IJ ) ( i) • (II 71 

3 (n) :y :::. J h . :Yo J J M >. ) n ('f ) (13) 

In the left hand ket 3 (n) means a 3 quasi-particle stat~ (according to 

the definition of Kennan, Rodberg, and Y01.ing21) with a neutr~n pa,rticle-hole 

combination in addition to a proton particle. In order to distingUish the 

single proton state from j and other subsequent states containing a proton p . . 

particle the superscript (1) ~s used. Similarly j (1? and j~) identify the 
Pn n . 

neutron particle and neutron hole contributors to '3 (n), J7I" M ). The inter-

mediate angular momentum obtained by coupling the neutron particle and 

neutron hole is J ~1) . 

b. Two Protons and a Proton Hole. (cf., Fig. 4.) 

In the left hand ket 3 (p) indicates a 3 quasi-particle state with a 

proton particle-hole combination in addition to a proton particle .. The 

superscripts (2) and (3) distinguish the proton particle states j (2) and j (3) 
, . Pp Pp 

from each other, from j and j (1), and from subsequent proton' particle 
Pp Pp . . 

states. Also the superscript (1) distinguishes j (~)from proton hole states in 
p 

J. 
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other,configurations. The intermediate angular momentum I~) is that of 

(2) ,(3) 
the coupled single proton states j p . and J • NOrmalization requires 

P Pp 
the square root factor. 

3. 3p-2h States 

a. Two Protons,. a Proton Hole, a Neutron, and a Neutron Hole. (cf., Fig. 5.) 

. I .. 5" ( () P) . J 71 M > = (, +- S .{'1J ' (S )"'- I{ '1. ( [( Y'I) J' (n) t ("') . (~) ]. n (I) 
) Jp(' Jr ) 1 Pp fp D J J lip r 
'f . J. 

. (15)' 

In the left hand ket .5 (np) indicates a 5 quasi-particle state with 

neutron particle-hole and proton particle-hole combinations in addition to a 

proton particle. The neutron particle, neutron hole, proton particles, and 

proton hole notation is self evident. The two protons are COUpled to I~) 

which combines with the proton hole to give . ~ (1). The neutr~n particle 

and hole add to J~) wh'ich couples with ~ (1) to yield J. 

b. Proton, Two Neutrons, and Two ,Neutron Holes. (cf., Fig. 6.) 

11 
5(nl)) -y M) 

( i 0) j ('I) ) 

" n"" 
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This is a 5 quasi-particle state with two neutron particle-hole states 

in addition to a proton particle. The single particle and single hole notation 

is self evident. The two neutron particles couple to '1 (~) and the two neutron 

holes add to ~ ~2). These two intermediate angular momenta combine to j 0 

which couples with the single proton to give J. 

c. Three Protons and Two Proton Holes. (cf., Fig. 7.) 
,. 

71 . . (7) . (8) , ('I) ( ( 2. (. . - ~ 

Is (PP) J M>::: Nf (Jp Jp Jp. I 1) B_ ») I + ~j C) J' ('f») ~ 
) P P) P J . f) 0 J 1 h ph (0 . . . 

(17) 

This is a 5 quasi-particle state with two proton particle-hole states 

in addition to a proton particle. Again the single particle and single hole 

notation is obvious. Two proton particles add to 1~) which couples with 

the third proton to give .~ (2). The two proton holes couple t~ 164
) which 

combines with l (2) to yield J. 

Normalization of the three proton particles introduces the factor N 
Pp 

whose value depends on whether none, two, or all of the protons are in the 

same state. Kuo et a1. 22 have given a simple prescription fo~ the calculation 
. . . 

of this factor. 
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C. The Doorway States 

The doorway state energies and wavefunctions~re. obtained by diagonal-

izing the set of two particle-one hole states. For the analog state problem the 

bound single proton state mus~ be included. Thus, the.~ th doorway state of 

total angular momentum Jand parity 7T for the analog state example of ihter-

mediate structure may be written as 
?I.. 7T -:y'iT"", 'lj J71 7T 

\ 
X -s J /" '} - ~ ~:7 );u I 3 (rl) J :r 11 M.) +- 2.. p 31"; I 3 (f) J:r M > . 4- Y:1. I 1 b ) J M). 

d 31"1 )(P) b 
3(n) 

(18) 

whe~e th~ sums over 3 (n) and .3(p) are over all combinations of states given by 

-
Eqs. (13) and (14) respectively, 

7T 
contribution. T,he sets '/3 (n) , 

and the last term is the bound single proton 

J7T T7T 
/3 3{p) and 'Ylb are coefficients. 

Writing the bras 

I ?1 I <. (J.'II'J.II,I) ..... II'JJ.,(,J ",<,17M \ <. 3 (r'1)) J M. = P"II" J D • ~P) J J 
(19) 

and 

(20) 

the appropriate matrix elemehts of V Eq. (ll) may be calculated. The 

technique of second quantization already well described in theliteratlire (e. g. , 

23. A ~ . 
Brink and Sa:tchler ) is employed and the notation j = (2j + 1)2 is used. 

The matrix elements involving I Ib' J7T M > have the same form as those 

ofl1 ,j 7T'~, m > and will be mentioned in Sect. II D when discussing the 
. c Pp Pp Pp 

escape width' rt 

'. 
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The matrix elements of Eq. (ll) between the states Eqs. (13) and(l9) 

are 

)( ~ J' (I) " (II (, I 
hl'l .)h(l ""J" IJ.,. (I) 

o 0 J 

(21) 

(22) 

and 

< 3/(fl») j" M /V"p/3Ul») "j 11 M) = l £-J;~ (due to Vl)f»-~j,,(~' (due t6 Vnp ) 

t f ' (')"( d e t" v )1 (, 'C') , I ( ) ( I < ' 
Jrp II, of' 'J dJp Jr ' d ~ DC,) j (') d . c.) 'I (,) <c" '(I) 

, P P 'n Pfl JhnJh o d,!o ~ , 

(23) 
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The matrix elements of Eq. (11) between the states Eqs. (14) and (20) are 

<3'CP),-s1t'M IVpp \3£.1'>, JTrM>:. [€j,pC:L)(dIJolt"O V pp)+- tjp!3)(Jllt.\O Vpp)-t.j (·)(J.iIZ.-tO vtp)l 
"'I' 

where 

A - r . ' (&) J or (,) 
.) -+ + .... 0 

.) l)..) j • (3) (-J) P(> 
P? p~ 

• I \ Il 
.) ~~ 

(24) 

(25) 
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(26) , 

(27) 

Finally, the matrix elements of Eq. ,(11) b t eween the stat~s Eqs. (13) 

and (14) are 

(28) 

(29) 

and 
~ ("' , I J'\ J III . (,) , 6) 

IT'' \ ' '") -.:" M ": (I ~ 0 ~ (.I.). ()))- ~ _l'\ 1." ,,\ ')' k", .. ~"" of. 10 L ~(,) :l M VI'I~ \ .;> \.n J ... r .. ~~ J~ ,;:r ,(-I ' , ' ,', t I 0 0 

(30) 
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(31 ) 

. The energies labeled f: in the above equations are just the contributions 

to the single particle or single hole energies; e. g., f: (1) (due to V . ) is 
J pp 

the single particle energy due to the interaction of the p~gton n (1) ), (1) j (1) 
. . Pp pp Pp 

with all other protons in the core, while £ 11)' (due to V ) is the single. 
jfi nn . 

n'eutron hole energy due to its interacti~n witR all of the core neutrons. 

The actual single particle energy E. (1) 
1 Pp 

ment is 

which may be obtained from experi-

( d <>e. 

(32) 

where the last term is the energy due to the Coulomb interaction of the proton 

with all other protons. Similarly the neutron single particle and single hole 

energ ies are 
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(33) 

and 

(34) 

The 2 p-1 h energy of the state 
7T I 3 (n), J M) is then 

-- --- -- ----.-- - -~-.-~---- - -.-~-.-- ----.---~ - --- --- ._---

(35) 

Similarly the 2p-lh energy of the state '3(p), J7TM ) is 

(36) 

where 

(37) 
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(38) 

and 

E~h(') = t~ .... (·)· (&O)e T6\J~ J -\,(j l;) (d ... ~ Ic) V~~) +- f.. ~(I) (a\le ~o -the. 
f' f' . . "'f' "'~ 

Coo.>loVVlb \~\I2.~cu.\\b"'\. 

(39) 

The additional terms in Eqs. (21)-(31) are due to what is usually 

called the residual interaction and have been reduced to two body particle-

particle matrix elements that may be calculated in the usual way. 

Once having obtained the doorway states, the next step is to calculate 

their widths. 

D. The Escape Width r l' 

The width for proton decay to the continuum of the f.l th isolated doorway 

state with angular momentum and parity J1T is 

with X (+) (~ , m ) representing the outgoing proton particle having momentum 
. f.l s . ' 

rand spin projection m. The proton reduced mass is m and d nk is 
f.l s ~ 

," 
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the differential element of solid angle in momentum space. Expanding 

(+) ~ 
X (k Il.' ms) into partial waves t' gives 

,. . p 

(41) 

where j and m. are the proton angular momentum and its proj,ection, {5 • 
p JP tpJ p 

is the phase shift, rp is theprotoIi radial coordinate, and Y is thespherical 

haJJJ1Qnic. ThJ:Lr_adial way_efunction -_u-:t~-j (ku f1/_hasthe as¥JIlptotic form--
. p p 'i . 

S',N ( K~ rp -;:.Yp It 
:z. 

The product of the angular wavefunction CP . and 
~ J m. 
p p Jp . 

the single proton state defined in Eq. (12); i. e., 

, 

:= /1c., jf>; ..fPf m"f' '/-

u . (k r ) 
-fpJpU P 

r 
p 

Since it is obvious that a particle and not a hole is emitted the second 

subscript p has been omitted in Eqs, (41) and (42). 

(42) 

is 

(43) 

Placing Eqs. (41) and (18) into Eq. (40) and invoking the orthonormality 

of the spherical harmonics yields 
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(44) 

where only that partial wave.t
p 

with parity 7T'=rr contribute§). Introducing 

. .. p 
V Eq. (11) into Eq. (44) yields the following matrix elements (left in terms of 

two body particle-pa.rticle matrix elements). 

For the state Eq. (13), 

.. 1T 
<. 3 (n) I;J M I 'Vyp ( 1. c 

.. f-q' 0 D .............. = < 3'n) •. ::y "V M \ Von} 1, \ ~ .,. j rn '7 - 0 
" "', "',,/ ~ . f'1> t'.. p~ - 1(45) \ 'i' . ft·· , 

and 

(46) 

while for the state Eq. (14), 
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(3<p»)"J"?TMIVppJ l.'J j p; )('pfnfp) -:: (It-~(>.) of3lf'l.,. 
J{'p Jrp 

and 

UCRL-17913 

~ 0 ( 

Jp J cl fnp M 
p' p 

(47) 

(48) 

If 11b,J7TM) replaces /1 ,j7T .f., m. > in the matrix element~ Eqs. (4S-48) 
c Pp Pp Pp 

then one has the expressions forthe one bound proton to 2p-lh matrix elements 
, 

that occur in the diagonalization for the analog state example of intermediate 

structure. 

U:. The Damping Width r J., 

. The width for proton decay of thelLth isolated doorway with spin and 

parity J7T into the set of all 3p-2h stat.es may be written following the definition 

of Ref. 3 as 

-sll)'l 7J 12.] 
X 1<. XJ J I vIS (f P) J J 1'1) 

where the function p is the weighting factor used to energy average the 

fine structure and obtain the intermediate structure cross section. This 

factor is a function of the doorway energy (after diagonalization) E , the 
IL 

(49a) 

3p-2h energies ES(np)' ES(nn)' and ES(pp) [the energies of the respective 

':'. 

/ 
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states I 5(np), J71"M >, I 5(nn), J71"M >, and I 5(pp), J71"M> Eqs. (15)-(17)] 

and the experimental energy resolution .6E. The sums are made over the 

respective 3p-2h sets of states, and the resultant damping width of the /J th 

doorway depends on the energy resolution interval ~E. Since not all 3p-2h 

states are expected to lie within tE/2 of the energy E the use of a Lorentz 
. . ~ ... 

weighting function is suggested in Ref. 3 • This is especially important 

. . . . 89, + +.... i-
for the study of analog states. In the case of y the 5/2 , 1/2 , and 3/2 

. 24 
re sonances have ela stic proton widths of only 8, 46, and 23 ke V res pectively. 

To 'observe the intermediate structure the resolution t.. E must be smaller than 

these values and is unlikely to contain all the important 3p.,..2h states. The 

Lorentz function is given by 

(4.9b) 

where (3p-2h) indicates either 5 (np) , 5 (nn) , or 5 (pp) and I ~ 2 ~E/1T. IIi ... 

serting Eq. (49b) into Eq. (49a) yields 

'It' . 

r J I"'" J. l1f~ "tT \'-
':: :t;£ I < Xci I VI(3f -..l. ~), :r M~ 

(I) 
{"p.l.~ (t: E t . :I::a. p 

...... - (5p-.1.h -i-
Ll 

(49c) 

with the sum over all (3p"'2h) combinations contributing the three terms of 

Eq. (49a); viz., those due to 5(np), 5 (nn) , and 5(pp). 

Introducing Eqs. (11), (15), (16), (17), and (18) into the matrix 
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elements of Eq. (49c) results in many terms the expressions for which are 

now presented in terms of two body particle-particle matrix elements. 

7T 
1. Decay to I 5(np}, 1M) Eg. (15) 

" 

7T 
a. From ( 3 (n), I M I Eq. (13). The matrix element of V (cf.. Fig. 8) is , pp 

(50) 

" I 

< J
' (i)71 '. (1) m(l) I " ( where 1b'~' is a single proton particle bound state rather 
Pp Pp Pp 

than a continuum state as in Eq. (12)). The 2p-1h state on the right hand 

side 6f Eq. (50) is 

and the one particle to 2p-1h matrix element in Eq. (50) is of the same form 

as Eq. (47). Thus 
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The additional matrix elements are 

..". ,"tf"' "'-« 3(,,\ \ J, M \ Vnr. 'S(n~) I J M ;> = 0 J 

(53) 

and 

Z 0 j (¥j . CD) (t) , " , ) ' ' , p" .. .) +.r ( '. z ::s ,-+ ' _.J , PD. .~) . 
[. (') . ~, ( .4 ",J) ( ) f X ]) (Witl, j 'p.nj) Cs} ,. ", A~~, 

-l", ~ '" ~f ..lit' inTert(.h""'3f"~ '-n Pn lao 

" (54) , 

wbere 

. (s")~ ..) II, , 

__ ~d " 
.)0 , 

:1, 

~ ~o~J • (S') 

. 'OJ ~ ~'~ 
j(2) ~(oJ~ h ...lPf j ~t . P 

'/. 
3' (2..) '3' :). :s (2.) J :5. 
,0 0 

(55) 

and 

~ {oj 

. {o I (OJ 3 \ 
.)t .)h n "3" j 1\ 

f· ('j' t'1.l 
J I (l (.). (5) "> ')"t:a.) .k ~ n..) 'D= t:... (. c.z.). (,,») lnrn~ nIl J" ( n "I' ">"" J\'{I is"> ;)1'" j ~~ 

3\a) .;)~'~ ::5t. D 

~ (.) . l~) J. ('J.) 

. (5) .l I-.\, 0 

(/(1 -t 32-
·1 P J (1.) '32-

(56) I> 

(.) . til 
::3 0 b \1(' 

~, 
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b. From ( 3 (p). J7T M I Eq. (I 4). The matrix elements of V and V are 
. pp nn 

-.~ .. ·"('I"~)J.... }:1hl j~.) x·IT . 0 6 . . D -0 ..II, t·) ~ (1.). 

P 
~p _ .. 

.-. . J U ~~) 
. . - ~r 

(58) 
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where 
-(1,1 
">.0 

7T 
2. Decay to I 5(nn). J M )Eq.(16) 

. (iJ ~ 2 o 

. (4) 
.., fp 

UCRL-17913 

(59) 

a. From < 3 (n), J7T M I Eq. (13). The matrix element of V is 
pp 

For V the result is 
nn 

.) ~~) irile"G~~~d.)]-t 

'," Te«' ""'a.,l. )~ 

where 

f: 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 

/ 
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and 

Finally. the matrix element of V 
np 

is 

7r 1t' f r· J -1/1. A ". ~3~) :r MIVnp\sG-.n) '3 M"">::r(,~ jn(3)~ \'1))(1-4- ~ I3j~I(~J) j/l)~.{) 
I I L~,,~., "'n "n eo ifo 

where 

~~~ 
. (ttl . (0 

rd. (Y) 
; (,' ~ "0 ,) '" .J~ K: ~. 0) ,(.)(-1) \0,,, . ~ , 

~. ~.()) ~ (lJ ~hn ~"'/'\ ~\'" -.)P" ' 
. hI') 

~ ,?~I\ ~ J,3 

~ (.) 
'n" 

1 

, i, 
: II 

(63) 

(64) 

J " ('~ 
)!:, 
(65) 
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b. From (3(p), tM lEg. (l4). It is apparent that 

(66) 

7T 
3. Decay to I 5 (pp), J M ) Eg. (17) 

7T 
a. From < 3 (n), J M lEg. (13). Clearly 

..,,-. 
:. < 3 (n ) .~ ~ J \/ ri pi$"" (I?P) J S ..Y\ / ~ 0 (67) 

7T .. 
b. From (3 (p), J M lEg. (14L The matrix element of V has many 

pp 

contributions but may be grouped into four term':sa s follows 

<. S(P), :)1" M ) '1f"pp \ 5 (~)) 3'" M '> :: N(l~ \J \ -+ r~ p(>~").) ,~) )( .1 + fj h ~l) .i ~;'t~ )'] _IJ~_;~;;: ~ ~?~ 
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\1'Iib-ch""""de&"; ~"J) ~{l~"L)A"") .){):) ·'I'\\etc.h~e.Jl.) J 
i 
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where • (Ci) 
.)kp 

(69) 

.
j . (".~ ... ' t"'" ."""'. j {fi).~ .. .... '.: 'f' .J S -.J ~~ 
I/+} t.. ~ (q). - .. 

..A< Pp. J'i' . 
""3'4 

. . (i) (;'> :' 

>< \ < (j ~) . \')J~. \ (1T \e (0). €>J)J« >-(-1) ,,~ .,; Pf ... .», < (J, "J.i ~»)~ I <'1r",)e /lJ. ~) i<. ~ ~ "~"" W' '. J~~ . P hp ,c j.p J Pp l >j 

(70) 

(71) 

Lastly for V and Vnp' 
·nn 

(72) 

,~ 
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III. DISCUSSION 

All of the matrix elements have been calculated making the usual 

Hartree-Fock approximation of neglecting off diagonal matrix elements of the 

particle-core and hole-core interactions. The particle and hole energies' 

have been consistently derived from the same two body nuclear interaction. 

In an actual calculation, however, the single proton and single neutron 

particle and hole energies Eqs. (32)-(34) and (37)-(39) are obtained from 

experiment and are considered to be the eigenvalues of one body optical 

potentials including the Coulomb and symmetry potentials. Pinkston
25 

has 

pointed out that a better calculation; e. g., the random phase approximation 

must be used if the Hartree-Fock method is not good enough to yield the 

correct single particle and single hole energies. 

Because of the one body symmetry potential a single proton particle 

or hole becomes more tightly bound. In the usual isospin treatment of a 

compound nucleus analog state formed by the (p, p)reaction, the set of 
--'> ~ 

2 Ih t t I 3() J1TM) E (13) ( 'th 1:. \ d ,(1) ,(1) 0) p- s a es , n,' q. Wl u j (1) ,(1) an J + J h = . 
P Jh Pp n 

p n . 
are considered as states of a neutron plus the analog of the target. These 

configurations are about 5-7 MeV below the experimental analog level in 

the A = 90 region. Fallieros 26 has shown that the residual two body 7 . --:: 
1 J 

interaction produces the gap between the analog (T» level and the lowlying T < 

27 
levels (the isobaric configuration states of Lane and Soper ). Ignoring the 

Coulomb potential in the coupled Lane equations 28 yields the same result. 
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In either case, it is the two body symmetry energy which produces the 

analog level and elevates it to the correct energy. This two body inter-

action in effect counterbalances the energy depression caused by the one 

body symmetry term. In a non-Hartree-Fock calculation, however,where 

the one body and two body symmetry interactions have different radial 
.' / . 

dependences (the .former is usually Woods-Saxon while the latter is of 

shorter range), it is not obvious that the two body interaction will indeed 

yield the analog state at the right energy. In addition, level shifts due to 

virtual transitions to the continuum may in some cases be as large as 1-2 

Mev.
29 

This effect is not considered here. In Ref. 1 it is shown that for 

89 91 . . -'t ~ 
the Y and Nb . test cases an additional T, • T, force must be added to the . . 1J 

interaction of Sec. II to correctly reproduce the analog-like doorway levels 

at the observed ex?erimental energies. In most calculations the problem of 

obtaining the analog energy does not occur because the analog state is 

automatically fixed at an energy D (the Coulomb displacement energy of a . c 

Single proton correcte<;i for the n-p mass difference) above the ground state 

of the adjacent target plus neutron nucleus. The inclusion of the Coulomb 

interaction just slightly shifts and mixes the T> and T< levels. 

In the present paper, the Coulomb interaction is introduced immediately 

as a one body operator in the single proton particle and hole potentials. 

The set of contributing 2p-lh states is extended to include all the states 

7T I 3 (n), J M > Eq. (13) (not just those satisfying 6, (1) 
Jp p 

~ -4 

and j (1) ~ j (1) =0) 
j~l) Pp h n n 
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and the set /3(p)',J7l"M)Eq. (14).' These states and 11b,J7l"M)aremiXedbytheinteraCtior . 
described in Sec. II. It is assumed that the two body Coulomb interaction is 

negligible compared to the two body nuclear force. In the present formalism 

the analog-like level is interpreted as a state at the right energy with a wave-

function consisting primarily of components 13 (n), J7l" M ) with (,. (1) () 
~ ---"> \ ] j1 

d . (l) + . (1) - 0 B f th tl' db' f Pp hn an] ] h . -. ecause 0 e grea y Increase aSlS 0 
Pp . n 

2p-1h states, the possibility of several closely bunched analog-like doorways 

of the same J7l" also exists. The investigation of such an occurrence is 

certainly of interest, in-view of the usual interpretation of the analog level 

as a single state. These extra levels could reasonably be interpreted as a 

fine structure effect in that the majority of 2p-lh states employed in the 

diagonalization are usually considered as background (e. g., in Ref. 5) when 

treating the decay of the analog state into other configurations. However, 

Ref. 1 indicates that for the y89 and Nb
91 

test cases studied thus far only 

one analog-like level of each spin appears. This is despite the fact that the 

matrices that are diagonalized are typically of size 40 x 40. 

The main advantage of the present approach is the availability of the 

nuclear two-body interaction to calculate the damping and escape widths. 

One need not rely solely on the Co~lomb interaction as in Ref. 5 and both the 

so-called internal and external mixings of Robson 12 are automatically included. 

Because of the overwhelming importance of the external mixing, any calculation 

of this effect requires neutron and proton wavefunctions with well described 

tails. The use of Woods-Saxon wells along with a Coulomb potential for the 
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proton generates just such wavefunctions. Except for the bound pr:oton 

-contrib~~~on', -a~l -d~O;W:y ~tates ar~ of the ~~--;h var~e;y of -~i:c~:~;;e~hbach 2 

21 
and Kerman, Rodberg, and Young • The presence of this- single proton term 

is necessary to prevent overweighting of the 2p-lh contributions to the analog 

like doorway. Otherwise the escape and damping widths would come out too 

large. Eliminated in the present paper is the need for assuming (as in Ref. 5) 

Lorentz weighting functions for single particle, 2p-lh, and 3p-2h states. 

In addition, the isobaric configuration states of Ref. 27 automatically result 

from the. doorway diagonalization. 

More doorways are expected than the number predicted by Ref. 2 

and Lande and Block
30

. This is because certain 2p-lh states may couple 

with each other even though they do not couple directly in the. single 

particle continuum. Each doorway level will then have only certain com-

ponents of its wavefunction able to contribute to the escape width of the level 

[Eqs .(44)- (48)]. 

As an illustration of some of the above ideas, consider the y89 1/ 2 + 

analog resonance which is at 6.06 MeV above the Sr
88 

+p threshold. There are 

(in addition to the bound 381/2 proton) 25 possible doorways of the type 

'IT + 'IT. + 
/3(n), J = 1/2 M) and none of the type !3(p), J = 1/2 M). Under the assump-

tions of Ref. 2 only 15 of these states couple directly to the single particle continuum • 

It is consistent that the set Eq. (13) is of dominant importance for the analog state spin 

and parity. (There are only 1 and 3 states of the type I 3 (p), J'IT M) possible for 

the 3/2+ and 5/2+ analog resonances respectively.) For negative parity levels, 

,~. 

.. 
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however, there are a large number of availabie I 3 (p), J'Il" M > states. 

This counting procedure considers the neutron particle states 2d 5/2' 

3s 1/ 2, 2d3/ 2, 197/2, and Ih ll / 2, neutron hole states Ig9/2, 2P1/2: 

2P3/2' and lf5/ 2, proton particle states 2P1
/2 arid 19 9/ 2 , and proton 

hole states 2P3
/2 and 1£5/2' The predicted 1/2+ analog-like doorway 

would. have large components of n (1) t(1) J' (1) - n~1) /1) ]' (1) - 2p· .. or 19· 
p p p - 1'1 h h - 1/2 9/2 

p p p n n n 

- ---and n (1) J{U j (1) == J"81/2---. . The-2p-lh energies ·of the configurations-
Pn Pn Pn 

(1) 'Il" + (1) 'Il" + 
'(3 s 1/2 2P l/2) J 0 2P1/2' J = 1/2 M > a~d I 3 sl/2 199/2}J' 0 . 199/2, J = 1/2 M > 

are respectively -0.87 and -0.35 MeV (relative to the Sr
88

+p threshold) 

indicating that prior to the application of the two body residual interaction 

these basis states are not even in the continuum. Employing the delta 

function interaction Eq. (10) with the us ual force strength of Brown, et. al. 31 

an analog-like level is indeed produced. Preliminary results from Ref. 1 

indicate, however, that it is at about 4. 5 MeV (compared to the experimental 

~ ~ 

6.06 MeV). The presence of an additionalT, . T, term may be simulat.ed to 
. 1 J 

lowest order by increasing the interaction strength. An increase of about 

30-40 per cent correctly reproduces the analog-like level at the observed 

6.06 MeV (about 5 MeV above the low lying cluster of levels). The explicit 

details for this and several cases are given in Ref. 1. 

The amount of doorway mixing and the sizes of both the escape and 
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damping width matrix elements depend on the degree of civerlap of the 

involved states. This is manifested in both the resultant two body matrix 

elements and the angular momentum factors in front .. The availability of 

2p-lh and 3p-2h configurations with the correct spins and parities is a 

general requirement for couplings of different states to occur. The importance 

of this is apparent in the many Kronecker deltas involving single particle 

quantum numbers that appear in Sec. II. The rigidity of the parity require

ment is clear in the y89 illustration presented in the preceding paragraph. 

Here the absence of states I 3 (p), J7r M) iri the vicinity of the analog of 

spiri J7r is specifiCally due to parity restrictions for the individual particles 

and holes. These restrictions are more stern for the 2p-lh to 2p...;lh and rJ, 

matrix elements than for those of r1' . This is because at sufficient single 

particle energy the contiriuum proton of spin j could have 1.= j + 1/2. 
Pp Pp Pp-

This has also been pointed out by Ref. 15. The single particle and hole , . 

radial wavefunction characteristics and their overlap will determine the 

size of the various two body matrix elements. One can only conclude as in 

Ref. 3 that the particular region of the shell model and hence the availability 

of particles and holes with the correct spins and parities will determine the 

possible doorways and their subsequent decays. The formuli of Sec. II 
\ 

demonstrate this explicitly. 

The matrix elen:Ients of Sec. lIe indicate that there are a lot of 

mixings within and between the separate sets I 3(n), J7r M) and 13 (p), J7r M ). 

Even though certain terms are weighted down by recoupling coefficients, 
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coherent sums of these small but numerous terms might not be negligible. 

Only the interaction V allows mixing between Eqs. (13) and (14) since a 
np 

neutron particle-hole state must be replaced by that of a proton Eq. (31).-

In Sec. IID only the interactions V and V permit respectively the np pp , 

coupling of the states /3 (n), J7J" M > and I 3 (p), J7J"M > with. a single proton 

state Eqs. (46) and (47). This is because only these interactions allow 

the creation (or destruction) of the appropriate proton or neutron particle-hole 
- .-

combination~ Thus for an analog-like doorway the prime contribution to r l' 

.will be the neutron-proton interaction. 

In the calculation of r ~ certain matrix elements are identically zero 

[cf., Eqs. (53), (57), (60), (66), (67), and (72)]. This is b~cause the 

2p-lh and 3p-2h states differ sufficiently in particle-hole types (i. e. , 

neutron or proton) so as to preclude their being coupled by V ,V ,or 
pp nn 

V whichever the case may be. Of particular interest is Eq. (67) which 
np 

7J" - 7J" 
asserts that the states I 3 (n),- J M > and ! 5 (pp), J M > ca~mot be coupled 

by two body interactions. This leaves only the states 
7J" ! 5(np), J M) and-

I 5 (nn), J7J" M ) as the important ones for the damping of the analog-like 

doorway and simplifies somewhat the calculation of rJ., . In the case of the 

89 + 7J" - . . 
Y 1/2 analog resonance the absence of states I 3 (p), J M > mdIcates 

that the set I 5 (pp), J7J" M ) need not even be considered; hence, this leaves 

only the first two terms in Eq. (49a). In any event the relative abundance 

of the different types of 3p-2h states will determine which of.v ,V ,or - pp nn 

V is the most important for calculating the damping widths. Once the 
np 
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microscopic doorway wavefunctions are known then it is possible to calculate 

not only widths but also gamma and beta decay transition probabilities ahd 

DWBA cross sections for various nuclear reactions involving the intermediate 

structure states. 

In the calculation of matrix elements it proves much simpler in the 

definition of I 3 (n), J7f M ) Eq. (13) to couple j (~) and j~} to J~l) rather 

(l) (1) '. n . . n 
than to directly couple j to j h . However, the state Eq.(13} may be . 

. Pp n 
simply expanded in states that have j (I) 

Pp 

tions
5

, 11 and for comparison purposes is the one in which the analog-like 

doorway should eventually be written. This is done in Reference 1. 

Equation (50) shows that certain 2p-lh to3p-2h matrix elements are 

not weighted down by small geometric factors and depending on the radial 

integrals involved may be quite big. In particular the overlap between 

7f 
( 3 (n), J M I and I 5 (np) , J7f M ) via V. is such in Eq. (50) and Fig. 8 , pp 

as to reduce to a one proton (bound) to two proton-one proton hole matrix element. 

Such terms may be comparable to one pr~ton to 2 p-l h diagonalization matrix elements 

and terms in rt Eq. (4 7). Not a1l2p-lh to 3p-2h matrix elements demonstrate such a 

simple factorability (see, e. g., Fig. 9), but it is possible that some other , . '. 

of the many matrix elements of Sec. lIE may also be significantly large. In 

order to preserve the concept of intermediate structure this work agrees with 

Ref. 3 that it may be neces sary to expand the doorway basis to include the strong 

three particle-two hole states. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

The core for an even mas s A target with Z protons and N neutrons. 

Closed subs hells are assumed and the neutron excess is N-Z. 

The A + 1 nucle9t'1 system with one continuum proton particle jp, 
p 

in addition to the core (cf., Eq. (12». 

A 2p-l h state of the type proton, neutron, and neutron hole (cf., 

Eq. (13) and the explanatory paragraph under it). 

A 2p-lh state of the type two protons and a proton hole (cf., Eq. 

(14) and the explanatory paragraph under it). 

A 3p-2h state of the type two protons, a proton hole, a neutron, 

and a neutron hole (cf., Eq. (15) and the explanatory paragraph 

under it). 

A 3p-2h state of the type proton, two neutrons, and two neutron 

holes (cf., Eq. (16) and the explanatory paragraph under it). 

A 3p-2h state of the type three protons and two proton holes (cf., 

Eq.·· (17) and the explanatory paragraph under it). 

The simple reduction of the 2p-lh to 3p-2h matrix element 

(3(n), J7rM Iv I 5 (np), J7r M > toaboundprotonto2p-lhmatrix , pp' 
element Eq. (50). 

An example of the non-simplification of a 2p-lh to 3p-2h matrix 

element to one of the 1 particle to 2p-lh type. This particular 

example is the first term of Eq. (58). 
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